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BACKGROUND
Momentum has been building around
the circular economy over the last
decade. Europe and China have been
early adopters and there are now
numerous case studies of how circular
principles are being used to drive
economic, social and environmental
value through stakeholder platforms,
accelerators and innovation networks.
Australia’s adoption of the circular
economy as a mechanism for macro
change has been relatively slow,
however, over the last few years
momentum has grown significantly.
Australian federal, state and local
governments are now prioritising policy
that is crucial to building the foundation
needed to incentivise and support
circular innovation.
Victoria has yet to establish a circular
economy hub or innovation centre. As of
July 2020, state government is in the
design phase of a Circular Economy
Business Innovation Centre as part of the
commitments from the Recycling Victoria
policy, released in February 2020.
Regional Innovation for a Circular
Economy (RICE) was born in 2018
through the interest of several key
partners in the Geelong region.

Q4 2018
RICE
Conversation
Started

Q3 2019
RICE
Conference
Delivered

From this collaboration a steering
committee was formed, including
representatives from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BSWWRRG
CSIRO
Deakin University (IFM)
Regional Development Victoria (RDV)
Sustainability Victoria
Geelong Manufacturing Council
City of Greater Geelong
AusIndustry

The first RICE event was an awareness
raising conference in August 2019. The
conference was held at Waurn Ponds
Estate with over 120 people in
attendance.
In early 2020 the RICE working group
engaged with circular practitioners
around the country in preparation for
planning the next steps for RICE.
After assessing possible options for RICE,
the working group participated in two
workshops to consolidate the group’s
thoughts into a draft roadmap.
Circular Economy Victoria was engaged
by Barwon South West Waste and
Resource Recovery Group to facilitate
this process and deliver a draft roadmap.

Q1 2020
Stakeholder
Engagement

Q2-3 2020
RICE Workshops and
Draft Roadmap
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WORKSHOP ANALYSIS
The goal of the workshop was to help
clarify the working group’s thinking
about RICE in order to define the next
steps.
Due to the broad scope of the circular
economy body of knowledge, it is
important to define priorities and a
roadmap.
The post workshop analysis looked to
broadly group solutions and define an
initial scope for RICE. Solution groupings
were then mapped onto a roadmap as a
suggested immediate course of action for
the working group.
Lastly a few key examples of existing
circular innovation groups from around
the country were given as a reference.

This shows that RICE, at least initially,
should focus on generating regional
stakeholder buy-in to the circular
economy, rather than focus on
developing
the
specific
circular
technologies that close material and
energy loops.
Looking at the split of solutions posted
by persona type, 69% of the group’s
solutions related to the professional
persona (State and Market), and 31% to
the household persona (Commons and
Household).
Based from this RICE should initially look
to focus primarily on social innovation
opportunities for industry, academia, and
local government, and look to partner on
technical innovations and community
and household engagement.

From the solutions put forward by the
RICE working group, 87% of solutions
were related to social innovation, and
13% to technical innovation.

Technical Innovation
13%

Social
Innovation
87%

CHART TITLE
Household
31%

Professional
69%
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RICE FOCUS AREAS
Results from the workshop were
categorised into an initial set of focus
areas.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Content & Education
Organisations & Networks
Innovation
Engagement Platform (Digital &
Physical)
5. Regional Model & Framework
6. Policy & Measures
From the solutions in the top right
segments of the Impact/ Capability
matrix:

CONTENT

INNOVATION

•
•
•
•

36% were related to Content
29% were related to Engagement
18% were related to Innovation
17% were related to Policy

Based on the suggestions put forward,
RICE should have an initial focus on these
four areas, which could be abbreviated
to CE IP.
It is noted that the workshop did not
capture data on the possible RICE
Structure and Governance. Further
workshops and discussions will need to
be held to consolidate thoughts on this.

ENGAGMENT

POLICY
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STRUCTURE & GOVERNANCE

Circular Economy Victoria designed this process to help consolidate the RICE working
group’s thoughts about the possible scope of RICE. The workshops, however, did not cover
any aspects of structure or governance.
During 2020, and the latter part of 2019, we have witnessed the fragility of our
environmental, social, and economic systems. RICE has the opportunity to help build
regional environmental, social, and economic resilience through catalysing circular
innovation. In order to meet this challenge, RICE will need to adopt a LEAN start-up
approach to impact, and develop a structure and governance model that can adapt to
changing landscapes quickly and deliver solutions in an agile and impact oriented manner.
Circular Economy Victoria suggests that RICE incorporates as a separate not-for-profit
entity, and establishes an initial Governance Board made up of members of the working
group. We recommend that RICE becomes it’s own entity in order for it to focus on driving
circular innovation in an objective fashion, and not be held back by existing structures and
processes that may not be aligned to RICE’s theory of change (Vision, Mission, Desired
Impact, etc). RICE should then look to form strong partnerships with existing regional
entities that compound impact around RICE’s theory of change.
The members that are nominated and elected onto the Board by the working group should
have access to the time and resources required to establish RICE and lead the
development of the RICE theory of change in consultation with a wider group of
stakeholders. This initial Board would need to operate RICE until enough funding is
secured to appoint a paid Executive team.
Other members of the working group that are not currently available to be nominated to
the RICE Governance Board should have the option to join an Advisory Board that should
also be extended to other influential regional stakeholders as RICE develops.
FOCUS AREA
STRUCTURE
This
year has
& GOVERNANCE

0-3 MONTHS
•
•
•
•

Seed Funding
Incorporate RICE
Establish Governance
Board
Develop RICE Theory of
Change (Vision/ Mission/
Impact)

3-12 MONTHS
•
•
•
•
•

Scale-up Funding
Establish Advisory Board
Appoint Executive
RICE Strategy
RICE Impact Metrics

12+ MONTHS
•
•
•
•

Operational Funding
Annual Report
Stakeholder Working
Groups (Sub-Committees)
Impact Partners
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CONTENT

Content is a low hanging fruit for RICE. It also has a lot of potential to scale and generate
continued value for a wide range of stakeholders. The initial focus for content should be
centred around general awareness of the circular economy, pulling information from open
source international content. In parallel to this a library of already available local case
studies and publications should be consolidated from RICE working group members and
collaborators.
As RICE develops regional focused content on circular innovation can be developed. This
content can also be used to generate different levels of educational opportunities for
professionals, and if scope expands, to households as well.
A content strategy should be set up to refine the topics that RICE will focus on. Based on
the initial workshops the below focus areas were identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple CE Awareness Content
CE In Action – International Examples/Best Practices
Local Case Studies
Recycled Product Guide
Procurement Guide
Educational Courses and Workshops
CE Curriculum Content
Podcast Series
Behaviour Change Incentives

FOCUS AREA
CONTENT

0-3 MONTHS

•
•

Links to existing CE libraries
Existing case studies

3-12 MONTHS

•
•
•

Regional contextualized
awareness content
Regional case studies
Content strategy

12+ MONTHS

•

•
•
•
•

Stakeholder group
contextualized awareness
content
Education courses and
workshops
Mixed media material
Regional academic papers,
publications and reports
Regional CE champion
profiles and case studies
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ENGAGEMENT

Stakeholder engagement offers RICE a quick way to gain traction and generate regional
buy in. Using an initial round of content consolidation, engagement channels such as a
website and social media platforms could be started. A minimum viable product could be
set up with some seed funding and then improved at a later date. A website could even
be hosted on a working group member’s site until funding has been secured.
RICE could also look to the National Circular Economy Hub’s (NCEH) upcoming stakeholder
engagement platform powered by Hivebrite. Circular Economy Victoria are currently
running beta tests with a select stakeholder group. This could provide RICE with a
sophisticated white-label engagement platform for the region.
An engagement strategy should be set up to define what stakeholders RICE will primarily
engage with. This would lead to a user experience design exercise that would refine a RICE
brand strategy and engagement approach. Based on the initial workshops the below
points were raised:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Awareness Email Campaign
CE Ecosystem Map
CE Regional Pioneer Network
Networking Opportunities
Series of Stakeholder Specific Forums
Form Partnerships with Existing Bodies and Platforms
Online Platform
Libraries of Things (Tools, Office Furniture, Equipment, etc)
Physical Hub
Develop Nudges to Incentivise CE Action
Engage First Nations People
FOCUS AREA
ENGAGEMENT

0-3 MONTHS

•
•
•
•

Website
Social media channels
Email campaign to existing
database
Regional CE Ecosystem
Map

3-12 MONTHS

•
•
•
•
•

NCEH Platform (Hivebrite)
‘Membership’ campaign to
select stakeholder groups
Stakeholder Forums
Launch event
Periodic newsletter

12+ MONTHS

•
•
•
•
•

Partnerships to expand
platform impact
Broaden stakeholder group
engagement
Event series
Regional CE networks
RICE conference
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INNOVATION

At the core of RICE is the goal to use circular economic principles as a mechanism to drive
innovation for positive change within the Geelong region. This is, however, easier said than
done. Due to the broad scope and systemic nature of the circular economy, circular
innovation means different things to different people, and positive impact is nearly
impossible to measure in a holistic sense.
In order for RICE to be a catalyst for circular innovation within the region, a lot more
research and stakeholder engagement is required. With the CE IP approach RICE can set up
a framework for this process through: the development of regional contextualised
content; and a diverse stakeholder engagement platform.
Strong partnerships from the engagement aspect of this model will also be needed to
foster innovation. These include: research and development partnerships with academia;
funding and data share partnerships with local government and industry; mentorship
partnerships with the start-up community; and investment opportunities with both small
scale and institutional investors. The following innovation opportunities were suggested
from the workshop solutions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pilot Projects
Think Tank
Accelerator
Investor Network
New Growth Opportunity Reports
Incentivise Local Markets for ‘Waste’
Foster Localised Circular Ecosystems (Distributive Co-Contribution Systems)
Support Development of New Business Models
Unlock Public Funding Opportunities
FOCUS AREA

0-3 MONTHS

3-12 MONTHS

12+ MONTHS

INNOVATION
•
•

Define CE innovation focus
areas
Set up Pilot Projects

•
•
•

Think Tank (IFM, TREMS)
Run pilot projects
CE marketplace (ASPIRE)

•
•
•

Accelerator
Investor network
RICE innovation
competitions
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POLICY

RICE is well placed to help inform regional policy and strategy. Members of the working
group are connected to policy makers for both local government and industry. RICE has the
ability to act as a source of public opinion from citizens and consumers. As the content,
engagement, and innovation pieces of the RICE model develop, RICE will be able to help
drive macro change through public advocacy for the circular economy.
Embedding circular principles in government policy and industry strategy is very important
for generating more support for regional circular innovation. By embedding circular
principles into government and industry strategies and helping to develop metrics to
measure the outcomes, more pressure both from a regulatory and incentivisation aspect
could create a positive feedback loop supporting circular innovation.
This aspect of RICE will develop in the medium-to-long term. The workshop participants
suggested the below ideas:
Convene Leadership
Understand and Map National/State/Local CE Policy Landscape
Develop a Regional CE Model
Help Set Regional Targets and Metrics
Map Regional Solutions for State Policy – Recycling Victoria
Industry Strategy
Emphasise on Job Creation
Understand Links Between Renewable Energy Policy, Climate Change Policy, Waste
Policy and CE
• Integrate with G21 Pillars
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FOCUS AREA

0-3 MONTHS

3-12 MONTHS

12+ MONTHS

POLICY
•
•

Map National/State/Local
CE Policy Landscape
Identify how RICE fits into
this policy landscape

•
•
•

Convene regional
leadership
Regional CE targets
Align to federal “National
Waste Policy, and state
”Recycling Victoria Policy”

•
•
•
•
•

Regional CE measurement
metrics
Align to G21 pillars
Advocate for regional
policies
Develop regional CE model
RICE Doughnut
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ROADMAP
FOCUS AREA
STRUCTURE
& GOVERNANCE

0-3 MONTHS
•
•
•
•

CONTENT

•
•

3-12 MONTHS

12+ MONTHS

Seed Funding
Incorporate RICE
Establish Governance
Board
Develop RICE Theory of
Change (Vision/ Mission/
Impact)

•
•
•
•
•

Scale-up Funding
Establish Advisory Board
Appoint Executive
RICE Strategy
RICE Impact Metrics

•
•
•

Links to existing CE libraries
Existing case studies

•

Regional contextualized
awareness content
Regional case studies
Content strategy

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

ENGAGEMENT

•
•
•
•

INNOVATION

•
•

POLICY

•
•

Website
Social media channels
Email campaign to existing
database
Regional CE Ecosystem
Map

•
•

Operational Funding
Annual Report
Stakeholder Working
Groups (Sub-Committees)
Impact Partners

Stakeholder group
contextualized awareness
content
Education courses and
workshops
Mixed media material
Regional academic papers,
publications and reports
Regional CE champion
profiles and case studies

•

•
•
•

NCEH Platform (Hivebrite)
Growth campaign to select
stakeholder groups
Stakeholder Forums
Launch event
Periodic newsletter

Define CE innovation focus
areas
Set up Pilot Projects

•
•
•

Think Tank (IFM, TREMS)
Run pilot projects
CE marketplace (ASPIRE)

•
•
•

Accelerator
Investor network
RICE innovation
competitions

Map National/State/Local
CE Policy Landscape
Identify how RICE fits into
this policy landscape

•

Convene regional
leadership
Regional CE targets
Align to federal “National
Waste Policy, and state
”Recycling Victoria Policy”

•

Regional CE measurement
metrics
Align to G21 pillars
Advocate for regional
policies
Develop regional CE model
RICE Doughnut

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Partnerships to expand
platform impact
Broaden stakeholder group
engagement
Event series
Regional CE networks
RICE conference
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CIRCULAR INNOVATION ‘HUB’ EXAMPLES
National Circular Economy Hub
The Australian Federal Government awarded $1.6 million to Planet
Ark in October 2019 and released the funding at the end of Q1 2020.
The goal of the funding is to develop a National Circular Economy
Hub. The Hub will serve to support and link local and state focused
initiatives. CEV has been in conversation with Planet Ark since mid
2019 and signed an official MOU with the National Circular Economy
Hub in January 2020. This project would work to support the
National Hub and seek to leverage nationally consolidated content
and resources onto the RICE platform.
NSW Circular Economy Innovation Network
The New South Wales Government invested $1.5 million in a circular
economy innovation program in 2019. The NSW Circular Economy
Innovation Network (NSW Circular) was set up by the Office of the
NSW Chief Scientist & Engineer and over the last year they have built
up a network and started working on a few pilot projects. In May
2020 NSW Circular hired a new CEO to drive the current scale-up
stage of the platform.
Hunter Circular
The Hunter Region and Central Coast Councils (HCC) are interested
in pursuing a circular economy approach to waste. They formed the
Circular Economy Working Group (CEWG) to deal with the issues at
hand and develop local projects to further the opportunities
provided by the circular economy. Supported by the NSW State
Government, the HCC’s Hunter Joint Organisation received funding
to develop Hunter Circular into a stakeholder engagement platform
to encourage the circular economy through closing material and
energy loops.
DELWP Circular Economy Business Innovation Centre
The Victorian Government released its circular economy policy in
February 2020. The first goal in the policy is to establish a business
innovation centre to improve business productivity and reduce
waste. This, as well as a suite of other programmes are currently in
the design phase. RICE would be very complimentary to this work,
and could apply for funding from DELWP and/or SV.
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OTHER CIRCULAR CHAMPIONS
VIC

NATIONAL
Perth

SA

WA

NSW

QLD

Sydney

Melbourne

REFERENCES
National Circular Economy Hub
https://www.chiefscientist.nsw.gov.au/latest-news/nsw-network-to-drive-innovation-and-sustainability-in-waste-and-recycling

NSW Circular Economy Innovation Network

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjCs731eXpAhXbxzgGHR_nDR8QFjABegQIAhAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.business.gov.au%2F-%2Fmedia%2FGrants-andprograms%2FERF%2FEnvironment-Restoration-Fund-Grant-Opportunity-GuidelinesPDF.pdf&usg=AOvVaw164pAZ1DmrxbYOCNbzAO70

Hunter Circular
https://www.hunterjo.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/HJO-Circular-Economy-Ecosystem-Final-Report_030220.pdf

Recycling Victoria – Circular Business Innovation Centre

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjb17Ts2eXpAhWmzDgGHTblC
G8QFjACegQIARAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vic.gov.au%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2F202002%2FRecycling%2520Victoria%2520A%2520new%2520economy.pdf&usg=AOvVaw1AaRuiIXreNnl4TmNAi6c0
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APPENDIX: RICE EXPLORATORY WORKSHOPS
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RICE WORKSHOPS
Two exploratory workshops were
facilitated for the RICE working group on
14 and 21 July 2020. The workshops
aimed to better understand the people
that could potentially benefit from RICE;
what problems could be solved by RICE;
and what solutions RICE should focus on
based on regional capability and impact.
A simplified human-centered design
approach was used to guide the two
sessions.
Before the first session a brief
introduction to the circular economy and
systems thinking was provided, with a
focus on circular paradigm shifts for
individuals, and the Doughnut Economics
framework for systems thinking.

Session 1 comprised of a divergent and a
convergent stage. During the divergent
“Discover” phase participants were
asked to identify possible personas that
exist within the region. The convergent
“Define” stage then asked participants to
refine specific problems that each of
these personas could have in the context
of the circular economy.
Session 2 also comprised of a divergent
and a convergent stage. The divergent
“Develop” stage asked participants to
brainstorm possible solutions to the
problems defined in the ”Define” stage.
These solutions were then refined using
an impact verse capability matrix during
the “Deliver” stage.
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WORKSHOP OUTLINE
Session 1: Discover and Define
Our Story

o

Circular Economy Victoria’s story

Slide Show

10 min

Circular Economy
Summary

o

Understand what the transition to a
circular economy looks like
Overview of Human-Centred Design
and Systems Thinking

Slide Show

15 min

o
Circular Economy
Landscape Overview

o

Overview of how other
countries/regions/cities are
supporting the transition

Slide Show

15 min

Discover Phase

o

Brainstorm in groups using Discover
canvas on Miro
Outcome – Potential goals and
pathways to get there

Breakout
Room and
Miro

30 min

Work in groups to interpret and
categorise ideas on the Define canvas
on Miro

Breakout
Room and
Miro

o
Break
Define Phase

o

10 min
40 min

Session 2: Develop and Deliver
Session 1 Feedback

o

CEV to present findings from the
previous session using systems
thinking framework

Slide Show

15 min

Develop Phase

o

Brainstorm in groups using Develop
canvas on Miro
Outcome – Potential actions to realise
defined goals and pathways

Breakout
Room and
Miro

45 min

Define success and finalise draft
roadmap for RICE development

Breakout
Room and
Miro

o
Break
Deliver Phase

o

15 min
45 min
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SESSION 1: DISCOVER & DEFINE
During the “Discover” phase, participants
were asked to give examples of
household and professional personas.
Personal personas were defined to
represent the commons and household,
and the professional personas to
represent the market and state.

During the “Define” stage, participants
were asked to list the problems
associated to these persona categories.
The aim of this exercise was to provide
an opportunity for participants to see
problems through other perspectives
from within the region.

Circular
Economy
Victoria
then
categorised the household personas into
four focus groups:
•
•
•
•

Concerned Citizens (Battlers)
Engaged Community Advocates
Passionate Geelongites
Sustainable Households

The
professional
personas
categorised into seven groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

were

Business Owner
Entrepreneur
Government Decision Maker
Employee
Academic
Investor
Natural Resource Protector
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SESSION 2: DEVELOP
During the “Develop” stage, participants
were asked to brainstorm possible
solutions to the problems that were
raised during the previous session.
The solution stage for
personas yielded some
points. A few examples:

household
interesting

The focus of the group was, however,
more centred on solutions for
professional personas. A few examples:
•

“A platform where local case studies are easily
accessible”

•

“Develop a regional model for CE as an
Australian first”

•

“Devise simple and inclusive language to make
CE more accessible”

•

“Opportunities to upskill to protect employees
from redundancy in linear industries”

•

“Provide education around whole of life cost
rather than only purchase price”

•

“Local targets and metrics to track progress to
a CE”

•

“Understand the ‘Geelong’ difference for CE”

•

“Job pathways for students”

•

“Nudges to remind people about different
aspects of the CE”

•

•

“Change
cultural
sustainability”

“Create link/platform between investors and
business to invest in new growth
opportunities”

paradigms

around

SESSION 2: DELIVER
During the “Deliver” stage, solutions put
forward during the “Develop” stage were
plotted onto the below Impact/Capability
matrix.

The four viable segments were those
situated in the top-right four blocks of
the matrix. These solutions made up 80%
of all solutions proposed:

The Impact axis was split into three
levels (Low, Medium, and High ) based
on the perceived positive impact the
solution would yield to the transition to a
more circular economy.

• 39% of solutions were placed in the
Medium Impact/ Medium Capability
segment.

The Capability axis was also split into
three levels, dependant on RICE’s ability
to deliver the solutions.

• 12% fell within the High Impact/ High
Capability segment.
• 29% fell within the High Impact/
Medium Capability, and Medium
Impact/ High Capability segments.
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SOLUTION GROUPING
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